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FREE CONSTRUCTIONS OF 2-STRUCTURES 
JAROLIM BuRES, Praha 
(Received November 8, 1973) 
Among the geometric structures generalizing affine and projective planes there 
are also 2-structures introduced by H. KARZEL in [1]. A detailed classification of 
these structures was presented by V. HAVEL in the mimeographed text [2]. Simul­
taneously, he rose the question if the 2-structures of all the types mentioned in [2] 
exist. This paper contains construction of 2-structures of all such types using free 
extensions of incidence structures. 
My thanks go to V. Havel for his valuable advice and remarks. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Definition 1 ([1] p. 192). A regular incidence structure {f/, J^, e) is called a 2-
structure if there is a decomposition ^ = ^Q U ^^ u J^2 of the set of lines ^ 
into disjoint non-empty sets, such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) УЛ, ß e ^ , Ä^ В l\ge^ {A eg л В e g); 
(2) a) V/ e {1, 2} "igJiE^i {g = h V g nh = 0); 
b) УЛ G ^ , V/ e {1, 2} 3! g, e ^ , {A e g,); 
(3) V, G {1, 2} V^ G if,, hE^\^i{g nh^0). 
Every affine plane is a 2-structure if we take for i f ^ and i f 2 two distinct classes 
of parallel lines and set i f 0 = S£ ^{^ i u i f 2) Hence we conclude. 
Theorem 1 ([1] p. 193). Every finite 2-structure is an affine plane. 
Definition 2. A 2-structure (^ , ^, e) is called a weak affine plane if there is an 
equivalence relation || on ^ called ''parallelism'' so that 
(4) g\\h=>g = h V g nh = (D; 
(5) VP G ^ V̂f G i f 3! /i G i f (P G /i л /i II 0̂ ). 
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Definition 3 ([1] p. 198). Let M be a set, # M ^ 2, G a subset of the group S^ 
of all permutations of M with the properties 
(6) Va, a, fo, b' 6 M, a Ф b, a' Ф b' 3! 7 6 G {a' = a' A b' = fo'); 
(7) Id G G. 
The pair (M, G) is called a sharply doubly transitive set of permutations (with 
identity). 
Denote a 2-structure (^, if, G) with the base line e by (^, if, G, e). Further, 
denote the line from iff going through the point ЛЪу (A -^ i) for i = 1, 2. 
The relation between 2-structures with the base Hne and sharply doubly transitive 
sets of permutations is expressed in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2 ([1] p. 198). a) / / (^, J^, G, e) is a 2-structure with the base line e, 
put M = if2 and G = {g \ g e ifo} the set of all maps of M onto M defined by 
X' = ((((x П ^) ^ 1) n e) ^ 2 ) . 
Then (M, G) is a sharply doubly transitive set of permutations. 
b) If{M, G) is a sharply doubly transitive set of permutations, put ^ = M x M, 
y = {(x, x')\xe M, 
<a>i = {{a, у)\уеМ} , <a>2 = {(x, a) | x G M} , 
^o = {y\y^G}, i f i = {<a>, | a G M } , i f 2 = {<«>2 | « e M} . 
Then (^, if, G, Id) is a 2-structure with the base line Id (see Fig. 1). 
Figure 1. 
Theorem 3 ([3] p. 292). Let (M, G) be a sharply doubly transitive set of permu­
tations. The corresponding 2-structure is an affine plane if and only if 
(8) Va, fo G M Vy G G â  Ф fo 3! (5 G G [a^ = fo л (Vx G MX^ Ф X% 
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Definition 4. A permutation тс of M si called dispersive if it satisfies 
^xeM (x^ Ф x) . 
Denote by ^^ the set of all dispersive permutations fro mS^ and for G ^ S^^ put 
G' = Gn 0t^, 
If M is finite, then (6) => (8) and Theorem 3 impHes Theorem 1. For the proof 
see e.g. [2]. Generally (in the infinite case) the implication is not true. 
A c o u n t e r - e x a m p l e (by M. Hall). Denote by iV the set of all non-negative 
integers, and put N^, = {0, 1, ..., k} for keN. A partial permutation of iV is defined 
either as a permutation of iV or as a bijection n from a finite subset D^ ç iV onto 
Rj, ^ N. We say that a partial permutation n has a height к if 
A finite set of partial permutations S = {y^, 72» •••? У/} is admissible of order к if 
(9) there exists at most one у e S such that a^ = c, b^ = d for every a, b, c, d e N, 
a Ф b, с Ф d. 
(10) ya,b,c,deN, a Ф b, с ^ d, a + b + c + d^k 3! 7 G S (a^ = с л 
л Ь̂  = d). 
( и ) Every у eS has the height Â:. 
It is obvious that for fixed к we can construct many admissible sets of partial permu­
tations of order fe. 
To every admissible set S = {y^, ..., ŷ } of order к we can construct an admissible 
set S of order ^ + 1 in two steps: 
I. Denote by T the set of all elements {a, b, c, d)EN x N x N x N with the 
properties 
{Ï) a Ф b, с + d, a + b + с + d = к + 1. 
(ii) There exists no у e S such that a^ = с and Ы = d. Arrange the elements of T 
into the finite sequence: 
and define partial permutations У1 + 1, ---,У1+т^У 
We obtain the set of partial permutations S' = {ïi, •••,yi, yi + u .••,yi+m} which 
satisfies the conditions (9) and (10) but not (11). 
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IL Assign every partial permutation ŷ  e S' a permutation y,- e S which extends y^. 
Now we construct successively the permutations yi, ..., Ут+i-
Construction of 71 : Let {N\Dy^) nNj,+ ^ = {t^,..., ^J, r̂  < 2̂ < ••• < ^ and 
(iV\jRyJ n iVjt+i = { î, ..., 5 J , 5i < S2 < .. . < 5„. We construct successively 
tl\ tl\ ..., Ф in such a way that at each step after the corresponding extension of y^ 
(9) is satisfied for the system S' with the extended y^ instead of the original y^. 
Further, we choose successively v^, ...,Vu and set t;̂ * = 5̂  in such a way that 
after each step the condition (9) is fulfilled. For y^ we have: 
^n = ^n ^{h^---. %} u {vi,..., t;J , 
^71 = ^yi ^ {̂ iS ••- 4'} ^ {^u •••. 5J , 7i = У1 on Dŷ  . 
This construction can be appHed successively to the systems 
-^2 = {У2.--',Ут + ьП}, • • • , S'^+i = {Ут^1,Уи...,У„г+1-1} 
and after m 4- / steps we obtain the desired S, 
To every admissible set Sj, of order к we can construct a sequence of admissible 
sets {Sk+i}?=.o satisfying: 
(i) order of Sk+i ^ к -{- f. 
(ii) There exists an injection /^ : Sj^+p -> S^+q, pe q such that /J(y) is an extension 
of у for every y. 
The system {S^ + i, I^} is an inductive system of sets and the inductive Hmit hm 8^+1 = 
= S^ exists. An element from S^ is a permutation of N and the set S^ satisfies 
the conditions (9) and (lO), i.e., S^ is a sharply doubly transitive set of permutations 
ofiV. 
Specia l examples . A. If we take 5*2 = {уи yz. Уз}, 7i = Id, 
0̂ ^ = 1 , r ^ = 2 , 2'' = 0 (2r - If' = 2r , (Iry = 2r - 1 , 
(2r + ly^ = 2r , (2ry^ = 2r + 1 
so we have 
B. We take S = {vi, 72}, У1 = Id., 
D,, = {0, 1, 2} , 0''̂  = 1 , l''^ = 0 , T' = 2 
and complete the construction in the following way: To every permutation y we 
add one fixed element, i.e. x e ЛГ with x' — x if there is no one left. There exists no 
permutation y e S<„ satisfying yyf ' e ^ . 
The examples A and В determine 2-structures which are not affine planes. 
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R e m a r k . As we extend only finite partial permutations and we have only a finite 
system of permutations we can always choose the elements of iV in the step II so that 
(9) and (10) are satisfied. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF 2-STRUCTURES 
Definition 5. Let (M, G) be a sharply doubly transitive set of permutations. The 
triple (а,Ь,у)е M X M X G is called admissible ([2] p. 7) if a^ ф b. 
Denote by Ш the set of all admissible triples of (M, G). For (a, Ь,У)ЕШ define 
the multiplicity N(a, b,y): 
N{a, b,y) = 0 if there is no ^ e G such that a^ = b, yö"^ e ^j^; 
N(a, b,y) = 1 if there is only one ô e G such that a^ = b, yô~^ e ^j^; 
д/"(а, b,y) = 2 if there exist ô^, Ô2 e G, such that ^^ Ф <5, a^' = b, yô~^ G .!^Д ,̂ 
i = 1,2. 
We say that: (M, G) has the type (7) for j e {O, 1, 2} if every (a, Ь,у)еШ has the 
multiplicity (7); 
( M , G) has the type (/, j ) if there exist (a, b, 7) e Ш1 with the multi­
plicity f, (a', fo', 7') e Ш with the multiphcity 7 and one with the multiplicity k, 
{ij,k} = {0,1,2}; 
( M , G) has the type (O, 1, 2) if there exist triples with all multiplicities. 
The notions of Definition 5 have a geometric meaning for the corresponding 2-
structure. 
If (^ , if, e) is the corresponding 2-structure, then the condition yô'^e^i^j^ 
means that the corresponding fines 7 and S have S have no intersection point. 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 imply 
Theorem 4. a) (M, G) has the type (l) / / and only if the corresponding 2-structure 
is an affine plane. 
b) If M is a finite set, then (M, G) has always the type (l). 
Similarly, for a 2-structure (^, ^,E) = У we define a pair (P, l)e ^ x ^ to 
be admissible if P ф I. 
We say that an admissible pair (P, I) has the multiphcity 7 (writing N(P, /) = 7) 
for 7 6 {0, 1, 2} in the following cases: 
7V(p, /) = 0 <^^^^ V/i e ^{P G /1 => / n /i - 0) , 
7V(p, ;) = 1 o^ef 31 /̂  e j ^ (p e /1 л / n /1 = 0) , 
iV(P, I) = 2 o^^^ 3! / 1 , /2 G ^ 1 /1 Ф /2 V/ G {1, 2} (P G /̂  л / n /1 = 0) . 
А 2-structure »/ has the type (7) if every admissible pair has the multiphcity 7, type 
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(j , к) if there exists an admissible pair of the multiplicity j and an admissible pair 
of the multipHcity к while no admissible pair has the multiplicity m. (Here [j, k, m} = 
= {0,1,2}.) 
We say it has the type (O, 1, 2) if there exist admissible pairs with all multiplicities. 
Theorem 5. a) (M, G) has the type a if and only if the corresponding 2-structure 
has the same type. 
(a e {(0), (1), (2), (0, l), (O, 2), (l, 2), (O, 1, 2)}.) 
b) / / ( ^ , J^, e) is a 2-structure of the type 0 then every two distinct lines from i f о 
have an intersection point. 
The p r o o f is obvious. 
The main result of this paper is 
Theorem 6. There exist 2-structures of all types. 
We shall construct 2-structures of all types except the type (l) (this type is that of 
every affine plane). All 2-structures constructed in the sequel are not affine planes. 
For better description of the construction we take two singular points осф 0, ß ф 0 
and suppose that a lies exactly on all fines of Jè^i, ß lies exactly on the lines of ^2 
and there is no line containing both a and ß. 
Let К be an arbitrary set, # K ^ 2. Put 
0^ = К X Ku{oc,ß} , i f^ = ^ ? u j ^ ^ u i f ^ , J^^ = {0\ i f ^ e), 
e^i is formed by all subsets of 0^ of the form 
{{k, x)\xeK}u {a} УкеК, 
i f 2 is formed by аИ subsets of ^^ of the form 
{{x,k)\xeK}u{ß} 
and if 0 will be defined in each case separately. 
We proceed by induction constructing step by step the incidence structures J^ = 
= {0\ ^'\ e) in the following ways. 
Case L i f 0 = 0 a) 5£'' is obtained from ^^"^ by adding all fines joining the points 
which have not been joined so far (i.e. new lines {Л, Б}, A, В e 0'~^ such that there 
exists no line from ^'"^ going through A and B) with the exception of the fine 
joining a and ß. 
b) ^ ' is obtained from ^'""^ by adding afi intersection points of the pairs of fines 
which have no intersection point in ^ ' " ^ (i.e. new distinct points {/, m}, /, m e ^' 
with Z n m = 0 in ^ ' " ^ we set {/, m] e /, m.) 
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C a s e l l . ifg = 0, # X ^ 3 
a) 5£' is obtained as in la. 
b) ^* is obtained by adding to ^ ' ~ ^ all intersection points of lines going through a 
or ß with other Hnes. 
Case III. For #iC ^ 3, we fix an arbitrary point AeK y. K, 
a) J^' is obtained as in la. 
b) ^ ' is obtained by adding to ^ ' " ^ all intersection points of all Hnes going 
through a or jS with other lines, and all intersections of Hnes going through A with 
other Hnes. 
Case IV. For # Х ^ 3. Let A = {(/c, /c) | /c G K } and let J^ be a subset of iC x X 
satisfying 
(i) ^кеК 3!x(i^, X ) G Z I I , 
(ii) V/ceiC 3!y();, Ä:)eJi, 
(iii) J n J i = 0. 
Fix Л G zli and put S£l e {A, d J . 
a) ^i is obtained as in la. 
b) ^ ' is obtained from ^ ' ~ ^ by adding the intersection points of aU Hnes from ^^ 
with the lines going through и or ß and the intersection points of all Hnes, with the 
exception of d̂̂ , going through A with the Hne A. 
Case V. For ФК ^ 3. Choose A, A^ and set ^ o = {^. ^ i} as in IV. 
a) J ^4s obtained as in la. 
b) ^ ' is obtained from ^ ' ~ i by adding the intersection points of all lines, with 
the only exception of the intersection point of zl with A^. 
Case VI. For фК ^ 3. Choose A as in IV and take АфА. Set ^Q = {A}. 
a) J ^ 4 s obtained as in la. 
b) ^' is obtained from ^'~^ by adding the intersection points of all Hnes from 
^^\{A} and further by adding the intersection points of A with the lines going 
through a or ß. 
A modification of VI is obtained from VI if we substitute b) by b)': 
by ^' is obtained from ^ ' ^ ^ by adding the following intersection points: Inter-
section points of any Hne with the Hnes going through a or ß, and intersection points 
of the lines going through A with аП Hnes from £e\{A], 
In аП these cases we add intersection points only if the corresponding lines do not 
intersect in ^ ^ - 1 ^ and we set 
^ = и ^ ' ч ( < , ^ ^ | ^ i? = U ^ ' , ^ , = {ge^\aeg}, ^^ ^ [g € ^\ß eg) . 
i= 1 
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Theorem 7. The incidence structures constructed in I —VI are 2-structures which 
are not affine planes. 
They are of the following types: In the case I of the type (0), in the case II of 
the type (2), in the case III of the type (0, 2), in the case IV of the type (0, 1), in 
the case V of the type (1, 2) and in the case VI of the type (O, 1, 2) 
Proof. From the part (a) of the constructions it follows that any two points can 
be joined by a unique Hne and to each point of ^ there exists a unique Hne from J^^ 
and a unique Hne from ^2 going through the point. As a consequence of the part 
b) we get that every line from J^^ intersects every Hne from ^ \^i{i = 1,2). 
Distinct Hues from i f ^ or ^2 have no intersection point. Moreover, in the in­
dividual cases we have: 
I. Every pair of Hues from J^o has an intersection point, every admissible pair 
has the multiplicity 0 and the 2-structure is of the type (O). 
II. Let /, m e J^o be arbitrary lines. Then there exists an index к so that l,m e ^^). 
If / does not intersect m at a point from ^^, then / does not intersect m. 
If (Л, /) is an admissible pair, then there exists к such that Ae^^, le ^^. Let us 
choose points ^ 1 , ^ 2 6 ^ ^ ^ ^ A^, A2, A non-collinear, and А^,А2ф1 (e.g., newly 
added intersection points). Then AA^ and AA2 do not inersect /. The 2-structure 
is of the type (2). 
IIL IÏB E^,B =}= A and / e ^Q is a Hne not going through A, (ß, /) is an admissible 
pair, then (ß, /) has the multipHcity 2 by virtue of II. If m e «^0 is a line going 
through A and ß ^ m an arbitrary point, then every line going through В intersects m. 
Similarly if {A, t) is an admissible pair then every Hne going through AQ intersects t. 
The pairs {(A, 1)\Аф1}, {ß, m) | ß ^ m, Ae m} are of the multiplicity 0, the 
2-structure is thus of the type (0, 2). 
IV. If ß e ^ , ß Ф Л and (ß, /) is an admissible pair then there exist at least two 
lines going through ß and not intersecting /. The pair (ß, /) has the multipHcity 2. 
Similarly, the pair (A, I) for / Ф J has the multiplicity 2. The pair (A, A) has the 
multiplicity 1. The 2-structure is of the type (1, 2). 
V. Through every point AeA there goes a unique line non-intersecting A^, 
namely A. Similarly, through every point of /d^ there goes a unique Hne non-inter­
secting A, namely A^. The admissible pairs {(Л, J^) | Л e zl}, {(ß. A), В e A^} have 
the multiplicity 1. The others have the multiplicity 0 (see I). The 2-structure has the 
type (0, 1). 
VI. Let (ß, zl) be an admissible pair and ß e ^^. If yl^, A2 e 0^^ are such that 
B, Ai, A2 are non-colHnear and BA^, BA2 do not intersect A in 0^ then the lines 
ßylj, BA2 do not intersect A even in 0, and the pair (ß. A) has the multiplicity 2. 
Choose now X e A and a line m non-intersecting A. (Such a line surely exists; it is 
€.g. the line joining points not lying on A in ^^). Then there is a unique line going 
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through X and non-intersecting m, namely A. The pairs (X, A) have the multiplicity L 
If / is a Hne intersecting zj, then every line going through X intersects / and thus 
{X, I) has the multiplicity 0. The 2-structure is of the type (0, 1, 2). 
VT. Here we can proceed similarly as in VI. Admissible pairs (A, /), / Ф J has 
the multiplicity 0, the admissible pair [A, A) has the multiplicity 2. The admissible 
pairs of the type (X, J) for X e A, A e I, and I n A = ф have the multiplicity 1, the 
admissible pairs (ß, /), Ae I, В ф A have the multipHcity 0, the other admissible 
pairs have the multiplicity 2. The 2-structure has the type (0, 1, 2). 
Definition 6. A regular incidence structure (^ , ^ , e) provided with a decomposition 
cSf = ^0 u ^ 1 u ^2 satisfying (2), (3) from Definition 1 is called a partial 2-
structure. 
Remark . After a modification, the constructions I —VI can be applied to an 
arbitrary partial 2-structure. 
We arrive at various 2-structures also when studying some well-known algebraic 
structures. This questions will be discussed in the last part of this paper. 
Theorems. Let ^ = (Q, + , ') be a proper reduced quasifield [i.e. there exist 
a, b, с e Q, a ^ b such that the equation —a.x + b.x = c has no solution). 
The corresponding incidence structure is a 2-structure' (namely, a weak affine 
plane) which is not an affine plane. 
Further, if ^ satisfies the condition 
(12) 3b', c ' e ô \ { 0 } V m e ß \ { b ' } Зх e g {-m.x + b ' . x = c') 
then the 2-structure has the type (1, 2). If (12) is not satisfied the 2-structures has 
the type (2). 
Proof. The 2-structure J^ — (^ , if, G) which corresponds to ^ has the form 
^ = ß X ß , i f 1 = {{{a, x)\xeQ\aeQ]], i f ^ = {{(^, a)\x e Q]\a E Q} , 
^0 = {{(^? y)\y = m .X -\- b\xe Q] , т ф О , m,b e Q . 
The pair (P, /), P = (0, 0) and / = {{x, ax + c)\xe ß} has the multiplicity 2, 
because there exist two fines /̂  = {{x, ax) | x e ß} and 12 = {{x, bx) | x e ß} 
non-intersecting / and going through P. 
If the condition (12) is satisfied, then the pair (P, q), P = (0, 0) and q = 
= {(x, mx -\- c)\x e Q] has the multiphcity 1, because every line '̂1 Ф ^ 1 , ^1 = 
= {(x, mx) I X 6 ß} which goes through P intersects q. There is no admissible pair 
of the multiplicity 0. 
If the condition (12) is not satisfied then no lines of the form 
{(x, fex + Ci) I X G ß} , {(x, mx + C2) I X G ß} 
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have an intersection point. Every admissible pair has the multiplicity 2 and the 
2-structure has the type (2). 
If we define the relation || on ^ in such a way that the first class of equivalence 
is the set i f i, the second is ^2 ^"^^ for /i , /2 e ^ 0 of the form 
/1 = {(X, r x + Г1) I X G 6 } , /2 = { ( x , SX + ^2) I ^ e 2 } 
we set /1 II /2 if r = 5, we obtain the relation which has all the properties from 
Definition 3. 
Theorem 9. For a proper nonplanar nearfield ^ = (Q, + , •) [i.e., there exist t, 5, 
/ Ф 1 such that the equation t. x = x + s has no solution) the condition (12) /5 
not satisfied. The corresponding 2-structure has the type 2. 
Proof. Theorem 9 follows immediately from Theorem 8 and Theorem 3,2 of [6]. 
Let #" = (Q, + , •) be a nonplanar quasifield, ./(J^) the corresponding 2-structure. 
If we construct the sharply doubly transitive set of permutations (M, G) which 
corresponds to У(^) with the base line A = {(x, x) | x e Q} we obtain the per­
mutations from G in the form 
yeG=>x'^ = m.x-hb. 
Then G is a permutation group and G* is a subgroup of G. G' is the set of all elements b 
of the form 
x^ = X + b , be Q. 
Remark . There exists a non-planar nearfield (see e.g. [5, [6]) and a non-planar 
quasifield (see [4]). 
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